
Be aware of the changes.
Evaluate whether any one of them would give you a
direct, immediate benefit.
Try the "new thing" and see what it does (or doesn't do)
for you.
Factor in the hassle factor. (Frankly, if you did
everything there was to do on Instagram you would be
doing that all day long every day of your life!)
Decide whether to keep or quit.

 been active on various social media platforms since the
very beginning, and I promise you that nothing has changed
as fast and as often as the platforms that are available and
what you can do ON those platforms - which recently
changes, literally, on a daily basis.

Here's the deal for us as business owners. Some of the
changes we should not pay much attention to - it's way too
easy to thing you have to try or do everything, and in the
meanwhile you are spending a ton of time and have little to
show for it. Here's the best path:
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SOCIAL MEDIA CHANGES TO KNOW ABOUT

LinkedIn, in a bid to look and feel like FB and Insta,
has rolled out Stories. 
Using third party social media schedulers. FB and
other platforms have always punished you by
diminishing your reach if you used something like
Hootsuite, Buffer, Later, or another scheduler.
Most experts now say that there is no punishment
anymore. A few experts say that you are punished
with a slightly less percentage of reach, but since
organic reach is so bad anyway, it really doesn't
matter. 

TIP: I do try to schedule on Facebook when I can, 

Here's a rundown of some of the changes I see.

The app on your mobile device for Facebook pages is being replaced with
something called "Business Suite" so when that app updates don't be surprised to
see an entirely new logo pop up on your phone.
FB continues to push the use of FB Groups. They've recently added new tools to
your groups to help with administration. Read more about this from Facebook
directly by going to this link: about.fb.com/news/2020/10/supporting-online-
communities/
Facebook is connecting the Messenger and Instagram experience to bring some of
the best Messenger features to Instagram. So look for changes to your Insta
messenger works.
Pinterest has new shopping features for Pinterest users in the US and the UK (so
far).

but sometimes it isn't convenient or doesn't work well because of their constant
platform changes.

The bottom line is that it's up to us to keep our wits about us and not go down the
rabbit hole of trying to implement constant changes. Do what makes sense and no
more. Try things one at a time. And keep in mind that for most of the businesses you
have, personal contact and email marketing will go far further than the latest thing on a
social media platform. Take a look at this article about what happens when social media
goes offline or dies: confidentmarketer.com/when-social-media-dies-what-business-
strategies-save-your-business.
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